
 
December 2020 

Greetings from the Pacific Northwest! 

Wow, what can I say? This has been one heck of a year. Like me, I am sure you have heard 
many words to describe 2020: challenging, uncertain, unprecedented, unusual, difficult, 
disconcerting, troubling, etc. Personally, I can think of a few other choice words, but this is 
a family-friendly letter, so instead, I will pick a four-letter word that also reflects 2020, and 
that word is LOVE.  

I wonder if you have seen the difference? People seem extra generous, friendly, supportive, 
kind, and helpful. When Dave & I take one of our sanity saving walks, total strangers stop 
and ask us how we are doing, and share a laugh or a concern. We have learned more about 
the people in our neighborhood in the past 9 months, than we have in our 20+ years living 
here. Every conversation with anyone outside of our home feels precious.  

I am reminded of a poster I once saw, “Life isn’t about waiting for the storms to pass; it’s 
about learning to dance in the rain”. I guess we are all in the same boat now, trying to make 
the best of these stormy days and this time apart from our loved ones and day-to-day 
activities. Despite all of the stress and upheaval, Dave and I are feeling an overwhelming 
sense of appreciation of everyone whose lives have touched us, and we are very thankful for 
what we have. I don’t believe we have ever been more grateful for all of our friends, family, 
and community than during 2020. We wish you and your loved ones peace and hope you 
can find some joy in your lives.  Rest assured, I will definitely be thinking of you the next 
time I am dancing in my pajamas!  

Now for the family newsy part…  

Charles still loves living in Seattle with his friends. Sharing a house has made the stay-at-
home restrictions a little more bearable. He entertains himself watching tv sports with his 
roomies, reading, and playing various games on-line: bridge, chess, video games, and trivia. 
He also has been performing some of his music via Facebook.  Recently, Charles’ girlfriend 
Makaila got a new job in Seattle so life looks pretty good.  An upside of the pandemic is 
that the engineering consulting company Charles works for likely now will allow 
employees to telecommute permanently. This option eventually will allow him to spend 
more time with his faraway friends (and family). In fact, Charles was able to spend two 
weeks working at our home in November after getting a negative Covid test. It was 
wonderful having him here, especially since we hadn’t seen him in person since February! 

Joseph and his girlfriend Alex are happily telecommuting from their home in Oregon. They 
are both creative introverts and seem to be very content cocooning with their two cats. They 
keep busy reading, writing, and creating art. Alex is an excellent cook and she is using this 
time to prepare some fantastic meals. Lucky Joseph! Joseph and Alex enjoy dancing and are 
perfecting their moves in the kitchen. They really enjoy each other’s company and I have 
honestly never seen a couple that laughs more. Their shared sense of humor served them 



very well while at the hospital for Joseph’s emergency appendectomy. He had a long wait 
after arriving early in the morning because the hospital was so busy. All turned out fine, 
thanks to Alex staying with him the whole time and keeping the staff on their toes. 

As you may recall, Dave retired in 2019, and 2020 was supposed to have been a year for 
travel in our little RV. Obviously, that dream did not happen. Instead we attempted to get 
some projects done. Unfortunately, every other American had the same idea, and we were 
continually frustrated by lumber and gardening supply shortages! Who would have thought 
that planting some tomatoes and building a little garden shed would be all but impossible. 
Against all odds, Dave finally did manage to build a “pretty” shed for me, and looking back 
we are amazed that it happened at all. Next year we will add some artwork and plants 
around it. I am dreaming of maybe painting a gnome-woodland-fairy mural on the side. 

I say “against all odds” because even after we finally managed to get all of the building 
materials and the shed was half built, we literally got trapped in our home for over a week 
by world record setting toxic air pollution! The Northwest was plagued with out-of-control 
wildfires, and while our home was not ever in danger of fire, we were surrounded on all 
sides, and so wind from every direction brought lung-burning smoke our way. It was so bad 
that Joseph, Alex, and their kitties had to move in with us because they couldn’t breathe 
without gagging. Our allergy-friendly HEPA filtered home kept us safe, and it was really 
lovely having them here with us. However, I would be lying if I told you we weren’t scared; 
it was terrifying not knowing when the situation would end. Luckily, Charles didn’t have 
this experience in Seattle. Hopefully, next summer will be uneventful. 

In case you are wondering, Dave’s annual pilgrimage to Burning Man didn’t happen. Since 
the festival was cancelled, Dave set up his camp and art projects in our backyard. It was a 
little sad to watch him sitting out there in the evenings. On what would have been the final 
day of the 8-day-festival, our delightful neighbors came over in costumes to share a few 
socially distanced drinks and to admire his village camp (Shack of Sit) and light displays 
complete with a pole-mounted illuminated spinning chair and other fun creations. 

As for me, I am spending my days working on my genealogy projects, reading, watching 
lots of travel shows, chatting on the phone, listening to music, and dancing to keep my 
spirits up. I should be cleaning out closets and file cabinets, but somehow I am just not 
feeling it. Hahaha.  

Best wishes for a peaceful holiday season and a happier 2021 as we all “stagger forward 
rejoicing”. Please keep in touch – jmherman@pacifier.com 

                    

                                                                                                                               


